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1. Introduction. Let g be an arbitrary class of measurable sets in

the probability space (Q, ï, P). We denote by 9s the class of sets which

are stochastically independent of g; that is,

9s = ¡5 6i: P(H r\G) = P(H)P(G) for all G G 9}.

If 9V9* denotes the smallest cr-field containing g and gs, we say that

decomposition (of ÍF relative to g) holds if gVg* = 5\ In other words,

when decomposition holds, every statistical experiment in the class

under consideration (every ff set) can be expressed as a combination

of (is in the cr-field generated by) experiments from the designated

sublcass (sets in g) and experiments independent of the subclass (sets

in gs). Examples will be given where decomposition holds and where

it fails, and a sufficient condition for decomposition to hold will be

established.

2. Some properties of independence. We digress briefly to exhibit

some elementary properties of the * operation. We denote by 0 the

cr-field consisting of sets of probability 0 and their complements. The

following relations hold for arbitrary subclasses g, 3C, • • • , of SF.

(i) 9* is closed under the formation of complements, proper

differences, and (countable) disjoint unions (but not neces-

sarily intersections),

(ii) 0s = í, ÍP = e,

(in) goo,
(iv) If 9C3C then g03C«,

(i)    (v) (gU3c)'=g«n3c*,
(vi) (gr\3c)og*W3c*,

(vn) gcg,s(=(gs)s),

(viü) g«»=g»,

(ix) gng«ce,
(x) (gWg«)«=o, (gwg«)«« = i,

(xi) (gvg')'=0, (gvg8)"=í.
Proofs of the above properties are simple and straightforward, and

are omitted. It is to be noted that the problem of when g Vg* == SF holds

is subsumed by the problem of when 3C" = X holds, from (xi).
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3. Conditional cumulative distributions. In all that follows we as-

sume that g is a sub-cr-field of ff.

Theorem 1. HEQ' if and only if P(H\ g) =P(íT) with probability I.

Proof. PiH\ g) is the unique element of LX(Q, %, P) satisfying

(2) P(H r\ G) -  ( P(H | g)*dPiu) for all G G 9-
•^ g

When H£.£' the left-hand side is equal to P(H)P(G), and a solution

of (2) is clearly P(H\ g) = const = P(H) with probability 1. Con-

versely, if P(H\ g) is constant with probability 1 then P(H(~\G)

= P(H)P(G) holds for every GGg, whence H£<3>.

If x is a real valued random variable we denote by [x] the smallest

cr-field with respect to which x is Borel measurable, that is, [x] is the

class of sets {co: x(co)GA} for all linear Borel sets B. The conditional

cumulative distribution of x relative to g will be denoted by

Fi\, co) = P(x g X | g)„, -oo <X<oo,coGu.

We can and do assume that the conditional probability on the right-

hand side is determined for each X in such a way that F(-, w) is a

bona fide cumulative distribution function for each wGQ [l, p. 29].

Theorem 2. Suppose A(X, co), — oo <X< », œ(E.&, is continuous on

— oo <X < oo for each co in the complement of a set of probability 0. Then

the random variable £ defined by

£(w) = F(x(o>), co), co G ñ

has the properties

(i)    [£]C|>]VS,
(ii)   [*]C[$]V9.
(hi) [«leg*.
Remark. P. Levy is the first to use the independence property of

random conditional cumulatives; Levy gives no proof [2]. Since

there seems to be no published proof, and since proof is not as simple

as would seem off hand, we give it here.

We need first a measure theoretic lemma. Let (R denote the cr-field

of linear Borel sets, and let (fiXA, gX(R) denote the product meas-

urable space of (Q, g) with (A, öl), where A is the real line. If T C^XA

then rw denotes the w section Tu= {XGA: (w, X)GT}. For any Borel

set B, define

F(B,co) =   f F(d\, co).
J B
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Lemma 1. // r£gx (ft then

(3) P(x(u) G r„) = f F(Ta, a)dP(u),       r g g x (ft.

Proof. The properties of F( ■, • ) insure that AifT) =fF(Ta, u))dP(u>)

is a measure on gX(ft. With ô: fi—>fiXA defined by 5(co) = (w, x(u)),

let A2 be the measure A2(T) =P(5~1(T)), b-\T)<E5, noting that A2(T)

= P(x(co)Gra). When Y is a gX(R rectangle, T = GXB, G£Q, 5G(R,

we have

A2(r) =P(Gn{x£B))

= f p(x g 51 g)wáP(c)
J a

= f F(ru, u)dP(u) = Ax(T).

Since measures A! and A2 coincide on g X (ft rectangles, they coincide

on gXift, proving the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 2. Define the pseudoinverses of F(-, co) as

G(u, co) = sup X: F(\, co) ^ re

G(u, co) = min X: F(X, co) ̂  «,

0 < re < 1, co G fi.

We have, for all values of the arguments,

F(X, co) < u    if and only if    X <G(u, co),
(4)

0 < M  <  1,      -œ<X<oo,     coGfi.

The assumed continuity of F( ■, co) gives

F(G(«, co), co) = F(G(w, co), co) = u, 0 < m < 1,

with probability 1.

We will show that the conditional distribution of £ given g is the

uniform-on-the-unit-interval distribution with probability 1. For each

GGg and each u, 0<w<l, we have

P(GC\ {k<u}) = P(GC\ {F(x(co),co) < u})

= P(G(~\ {*(«) < G_(u, co)})

= P(x(w) G r„)

where TCfiXA is the set
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r = (G x a) r\ A,

A = {(co, X) : X < G_(u, co)}.

It follows from (4) that G(u, •) is g measurable for each fixed u,

0 <u < 1 ; to see that A is gX öl measurable, observe that A = limn An,

with
00

An=   U Dn.jX i- »,y/2»)

D„,j = {co:i/2- <G_iu, co) ̂  0'+ D/2-},

and the approximating sequence is manifestly gXöl measurable.

Applying Lemma 1, we have, for each GGg and each u, 0<w<l,

J>Pit < «| g)-áP(«) = pígc\ {{ < u}) = p(x(co) g r„)

= J F(T„, co)o-p(co)

= jF(G(tt,co) -0,co)aP(co)
J nG

= uPiG), G G g, 0 < u < 1,

whence P(£<«|g)=M with probability 1, and this for each u,

0<u<l.

That £ is [x]Vg measurable follows easily from (4). It remains to

show that x is [£] Vg measurable. Define random variables x and x by

x(co) = _G(£(co), co)

-t \      ritt \    \ (where« GO),
x(co) = G(£(co), co),

observing that x is [£]Vg measurable, from (4), and that x(a>) ̂ x(o>)

áí(co) holds for each uGQ, We will show that x=x with probability

1. For each «GO let I(«) denote the union of the disjoint nontrivial

closed intervals on which F(-, w) is constant. Since {w: x(o>) <x(w)}

C {w: x(u)GI(w)}, it will suffice to prove that P(x(co) GJ(«)) = 0. If

Lemma 1 is applicable we haveP(x(w)G^(w)) =fF(I(u), oi)dP(o3) =0,

under the assumption that the flXA set V whose w sections are

Tu = I(co) is gX öl measurable. To see that this is the case, observe

that T = limn r„, with

rn =  U     U Gn,j.k X [(j - D/2», (* + l)/2-],
—*><;<£< oo

Gn,j,k = {*>: F((j- l)/2»,co) < F(;/2«,«)

= F(V2",co) <F((k+l)/2»,w)\.
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Our main result is the following, to the effect that if there exists

one such random variable £ then there exist many.

Theorem 3. Suppose that there exists a random variable independent

of g whose distribution is continuous. Then decomposition holds; that is,

gvg»=3\

Proof. From Theorem 2, we may assume given a random variable

£ with the property P(£<w|g)=re with probability 1, 0<w<l. For

arbitrary AÇ.5 consider the random variable 77a = x¿+£> where xa

denotes the characteristic function of set A. The conditional dis-

tribution of t]A has the property

P(Xi á «i <X»| 9) - P(AC\ {Xi - 1 ú Í < X» - 1} | 9)

+ P(A' H {Xi á £ < X2} | g) g 2(X2 - \x)

with probability 1, implying that some version of PÍVa <X| g) is con-

tinuous in X with probability 1. Applying Theorem 2 to i¡a, we obtain

a random variable £¿ such that r¡A is [£a ] Vg measurable and such that

[ixlCg8- Since 0<£<1 with probability 1, set A differs from the set

\r)A>l} by a set of probability 0, whence A G [yA]C [^]VgC9'V9

modulo set of probability 0. But A is an arbitrary element of ÍF, so

that £FCgVg% or since the reverse inclusion is trivial, ï = gVg".

4. Examples.
Example 1. Decomposition holds. Let (fi, ff, P) be atomless, and let

g be purely atomic. That is, there is a finite or countable partition

of fi into disjoint sets G,-, PiGi) >0, i= 1, 2, • • ■ , and g is the cr-field

generated by the G„ t=l, 2, • • • . From Theorem 1, JÖGg* if and

only if P(Hr\Gi)/P(Gi) is independent of i. To see that decomposi-

tion holds, let ^4GíF be an arbitrary measurable set, and define

Hii = AC\Gi, i—i, 2, • • • . Since (fi, $F, P) is atomless, for each i

there exist for all j sets H^ C Gs such that P(Hi,)/P(G,)

= P(Hu)/P(Gi). With Hi = Uj Ha, we have Hi(=ç>>i=l, 2, •• -, and

finally 4=U< Jff««U< (G/\H"<)€gV9\ We wiH Prove also that
g = g« modulo sets of probability 0. Suppose ¿4GíF does not differ

from some g set by a set of probability 0. Then both P(Ar\Gi)>0

and P(AT\Gi) >0 hold for at least one i, say i=j. Choose HjQAr\Gj

and KjCAT\Gj so that P(H,)=P(K,)>0. For all k^j choose sets

fl* = KtCGk so that P(Hk)/P(Gk) =P(H])/P(GJ). Defining H=U, if,,
X = U¡í:¡, we have ÍT, XGg* and P(H) = P(K). Since P(AC\H)
-P(Ar\K) = 2P(Hj)>0, at least one of #, ÜC is not independent of

A, implying A $9". Thus 9"Cg modulo sets of probability 0,

whence g" = g modulo sets of probability 0, from (l.vii).
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Example 2. Decomposition fails. Let 0= {(x,i):Q£x¿l,i=l, 2},

and let probability have density pi(x) at (x, i) relative to linear

Borel measure on the two intervals which comprise Q. Assume that

pi(x)+p2(x) = l, O^x^l. If Bi, B2 are Borel subsets of the unit

interval we denote by [Bu B2] the w set {(x, 1): ï G 5i)

V{(x, 2) : XGP2}. Let g be the sub-cr-field of sets of the form [B, B]

for all Borel B. It is readily verified that conditional probabilities

relative to g have the form

P([Ai, B2] I g)^, = XBl(x)Pi(x) +^xBi(x)p2(x),

0 á x ¡S 1, * - 1, 2.

For each w the measure P(-|g)« is purely atomic, the measures of

the two atoms being pi(x), p2ix). It is easy to choose pi, p2 in such a

way that the only constant functions of the form (5) are 0 and 1,

which is to say, g' = 0. Thus decomposition fails. Note also that

g8» = e< = g:?ig

Example 2 suggests the following conjecture: for decomposition to

hold it is sufficient that the conditional probability P(*|9) be an

atomless measure with probability 1. (This statement makes sense in

the Stone representation space; see [3].)
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